Ios Error Http Status Code 400
2015-08-14 16:30:00.533 TryMapMe(3206:96691) Google Maps SDK for iOS I got my api key
generated in every way but i m getting those mentioned error and map view is empty HTTPStatus
code 400 while resolving the address using. HTTPStatus Code=400 "The operation couldn't be
completed. (com.google.HTTPStatus error 400.) Even the sdkdemo doesn't work Operating
system version: iOS 8.0.2 Google Maps SDK for iOS version: 1.8.1 Hardware model: iPhone5C.

HTTPStatus Code=400 "The operation couldn't be
completed. Maps SDK for iOS (M4B) cannot connect or
validate APIKey: Error Domain=com.google.
Error Domain=com.google.HTTPStatus Code=400 "The operation couldn't be completed.
(com.google.HTTPStatus error 400.)" UserInfo=0x7f922a67fcd0. HTTPStatus code 400 while
resolving the address using Also, make sure you enable the GoogleMap SDK for iOS in the
Google APIs Console as seen in this. The error message contains an appropriate HTTP status
code.

Ios Error Http Status Code 400
Read/Download
Error 401. What does a 401 response status code mean? 401 Errors are returned type (error 415
comes from the webserver and indicate an incorrect HTTP body). 11 Sep, 2015 07:44 PM,
Provisioned users unable to download iOS app. GooglePlusPlatform Code=-1 "The operation
couldn't be completed. (com.google.HTTPStatus error 400.)" UserInfo=0x19d91b40
(NSLocalizedDescription=The. Google Maps SDK for iOS (M4B) cannot connect or validate
APIKey: Error Domain=com.google.HTTPStatus Code=400 "The operation couldn't be
completed. Every request includes an HTTP status code with the result. CLIENT ERROR
STATUS CODES (4XX) '400 Bad Request' The request Net)(recurly.readme.io/v2.0/page/net)
iOS – (Github)(github.com/recurly/recurly-client-ios). HTTP codes include error messages that
describe the problems that visitors encounter. The codes are The most common codes span 400
to 404. A first digit of Note: For more information, read Wikipedia's List of HTTP status codes
article.

-I have the new key for google to Ios: Key for iOS apps:
AIzaXXXXXX-kyfKuXXXXXXX -I've pasted Error
Domain=com.google.HTTPStatus Code=400 "The operation
couldn't be completed. (com.google.HTTPStatus error 400.).

Error Domain=com.alamofire.error.serialization.response Code=-1011 "Request failed: bad
request (400)" UserInfo=0x7fbd0ac652e0 lot of info to reproduce this, can you ask in our chat at
chat.auth0.com so we can see what's wrong? Trying to upload images exceeding this file size will
result in a HTTP status code 400 together with an error message FILE_SIZE_LIMIT_EXCEED.
HTTP Response Codes indicate whether a specific HTTP requests has been 400, Bad Request,
This response means that server could not understand the request and HEAD , must never be
disabled and should not return this error code. The iOS SDK API for New Relic Mobile gives you
the ability to start interaction JSONObjectWithData:options:error:
JSONObjectWithStream:options:error: Note: If the httpStatusCode is greater than or equal to 400,
New Relic Mobile will. The HTTP status code is set to statusCode. return response.continue()
further and return an HTTP 400 error to the client with a user-defined error message. Our own
Dropbox API lists 8 specific status codes for error conditions. HTTP status code—often 400
(Bad Request)—and use the response body to elaborate clients support this too, including OkHttp
on Android and AFNetworking on iOS. For supported platforms, Cisco IOS XE supports a
Representation State Transfer (REST) set of APIs, HTTP status codes 400 and higher indicate
failure.
This process results in a raw error message or error codes being returned to the You can now
define custom handlers for HTTP response codes 400 and 500. You'll create a blank iOS app that
receives push notifications by using the Apple shown below to help support calling the REST API
and parsing the response. Error Domain=WindowsAzureMessaging Code=400 "URLRequest
failed for backend, this is the topic that you really want: azure.microsoft.com/en. Using the HTTP
Status Code Checker, I get 400. Version: 1.3.210 My answer is based on the couple of URL's I
found for SE's iOS app. But since you have.
KMSKeyNotAccessible. Error accessing KMS key. HTTP Status Code: 400.
OptionGroupNotFound. The specified option group could not be found. HTTP Status.
statusCode)") ) ) else ( println("Not a valid http response. When I run this I get an HTTP 401
error, so I added: lazy var But this gives me an HTTP 400 error. It is worth mentioning you need
to whitelist urls in the info.plist starting with iOS 9. to vCenter Server fails with the error:
Unexpected status code: 400 (2042461) If vCenter Server was installed to use an HTTP port
other than 80, you must. HTTPStatus Code=400 "The operation couldn't be completed. Maps
SDK for iOS (M4B) cannot connect or validate APIKey: Error Domain=com.google. Error codes
surfaced by the Twitter API. You have already favorited this status. Typically sent with 1.1
responses with HTTP code 400. The method requires.
A successful request will be indicated by a 200 OK HTTP status code. The response will contain
the data being retrieved: ( "first": "Jack", "last": "Sparrow" ). When I call it from an iOS App using
Swift I get a 400 Bad Request error, there is no other information in either the event log or HTTP
logs on the IIS server. AT&T DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE INFORMATION IS
ERROR-FREE. Response HTTP Status Codes. 3.1 How the Speech SDK Works on iOS. The
Speech API recognition service returns an HTTP Status Code of 400.

